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Introduction. In 1944, Jacobson [4] developed a Galois theory for nonnormal

and nonseparable fields; and, in 1949, Hochschild [3] used the techniques of

Jacobson to present a Galois theory for division rings. These same techniques

will be used in this paper to present a Galois theory for rings with identity element.

The theory presented here is the analogue of the outer Galois theory for division

rings and it extends the Galois theory of commutative rings developed by Chase,

Harrison, and Rosenberg [1].

1. Generalized Galois theory. For any ring A with identity element, let 1

denote the identity element of A ; and for a e A, let aL denote the mapping x -> ax

of A into itself and let aR denote the mapping x -> xa of A into itself. In subsequent

use, ring will mean ring with identity element and subring of a ring will mean

subring which contains the identity element of the ring. A homomorphism 4> of a

ring A into a ring B is an additive map of A into B such that aR ° <f> = <f> ° (a</>)B,

a e A, where a<¡> denotes the image of a under <f> and " ° " denotes composition

of maps. Generalized Galois theory involves a formal study of the ways in which

additive maps between rings may relate to the multiplicative ring structure.

Let Z denote the ring of integers and let Homz (A, B) denote the abelian group

of additive maps of a ring A into a ring B. Homz (A, B) is an A-B bimodule and a

B-A bimodule according to the rules a<f>b = aR° <f> ° bR and b<f>a=aL° <f>°bL for

a e A, b e B, <j> e Homz (A, B). Let K0 be a free unital A-B bimodule on one genera-

tor g0. If <f> e Homz (A, B), there is a unique A-B bimodule homomorphism/;, of K0

into Homz (A, B) mapping g0 onto <f>. The kernel 7¿ of/^, is an A-B submodule of

K0 and gives the relations between <f> and the multiplicative ring structures of A

andB.

(1.1) Definition. Let ß be the lattice of A-B submodules of K0 and let 3%

be the lattice of B-A submodules of Homz (A, B). For Je/, let R(J)

={<f>e Homz (A, B) | 7s7¿}; and, for T? e at, let J(R) = C\ésBJl¡>.

For Je/, R(J) is a B-A submodule of ïiomz(A, B); and, for Re&t, J(R)

is an A-B submodule of K0. The mappings J -*■ R(J) and T? -► 7(T?) constitute

a Galois connection between the lattices ß and at, in the terminology of Ore [6].

For Je f, J=J(R(J)) is the (Galois) closure of J and 7 is (Galois) closed if it
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is equal to its closure. Similarly, for Re 01, R = R(J(R)) is the (Galois) closure of F

and F is (Galois) closed if it is equal to its closure. The mappings J -> R(J),

R -*■ J(R) are anti-isomorphisms between the lattice of closed elements of ß and

the lattice of closed elements of ^, with one map being the inverse of the other.

Note that the lattice of closed elements of ß (resp. 0t) is not a sublattice of ß

(resp. (ft). Indeed, in the lattice ß (resp. é%), the intersection of a family of closed

elements is again closed, but the union of this family need not be closed and it is

the closure of this union which is the least upper bound for this family in the lattice

of closed elements of ß (resp. 0¿).

To each <f>eHomz(A, B) corresponds the mapping k^-l(kfó), keK0; and

this correspondence is a B-A bimodule isomorphism of Homz (A, B) onto

HomB (K0, B). By this isomorphism, identify Homz (A, B) with HomB (F0, B),

which is the dual of the right F-module K0. l(kf<¡ia) = l(aL ° (kf<p)) = a(kfi>)

= l(aR° (kfé)) = l((ak)fé), for a e A, ke K0, and <f> e Homz (A, B). Therefore, if

Jeß, F={^Homz (A, B) \ l(kf*)=0, keJ}={<f>eHomz (A, B) \ kf* = 0,
keJ}={</> e Homz (A, B) \ J^J„,} = R(J); and, if F e 01, R L={k e K0 | W«)=0,

<beR}={keK0\kflt>=0,<f,eR} = (-]„eBJl¡,=J(R). Fot Jeß, J\J=J^\J is the

kernel of the natural right F-module homomorphism n of Ka¡J into HomB (JL, B)

= HomB (R(J), B). h is an A-B bimodule homomorphism, and J is closed if and only

if n is a monomorphism. If F is a semisimple Artinian ring, then K0/J is a projective

right F-module, h is a monomorphism, and J is closed for any Jeß. Let Jf be the

set of cyclic A-B bimodules Ka¡J, Jeß, and make X into a lattice anti-isomorphic

to ß under the correspondence J <-> K0jJ. If F is a cyclic, unital A-B bimodule with

generator g, there is an A-B bimodule isomorphism of K0/J onto K which maps

go+J onto g for a unique Jeß. Thus Jf may be regarded as a lattice of iso-

morphism types of cyclic, unital A-B bimodules. g0+J will be called the canonical

generator of K0/J. For K, K' e Jf", F^ K' if and only if there is an A-B bimodule

homomorphism of K' onto K which maps the canonical generator of K' onto the

canonical generator of K. It is the pair of lattices Jf and Si which Hochschild

considers in [3]. For Jeß, the natural left F-module isomorphism of R(J)=JL

onto HomB (K0¡J, B) is a B-A bimodule isomorphism; and HomB (K0¡J, B) is the

relations space of the cyclic A-B bimodule K0jJ, as defined by Hochschild. For a

division ring B, Dieudonné [2] characterizes the Galois closed elements of 0t as

those B-A submodules of Homz (A, B) which are closed and linearly compact with

respect to the finite topology on Homz (A, B).

(1.2) Proposition. If<j> is a homomorphism of ring A into ring B, then Jé is a closed

element ofß, R(J<¡) — {$ °bL\be B}, and there is a right B-module isomorphism of

K0IJ4, onto (lfa-B which maps g0 +J onto I fa.

Proof. For any ^ e Homz (A, B), /«sJ« = n*eB<y*)A. Since <¡>eR(J0), Jtt,=Jlt,

and /¿, is a closed element of ß. Let <f> be a ring homomorphism of A into B. For

aeA and >fieR(J¿), ago-go(afaeJ0 and a<p=l(aRofa = \(tf,a(afaR) = (lfa(a<f>)
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=a(4> ° (1<A)l)- Therefore R(J0)={</> ° bL\ be B}. There is an A-B bimodule mono-

morphism of KojJ0 into Homz (A, B) which maps g0 +J$ onto <j>, and the mapping

ifi^- lif> is a right 5-module homomorphism of Homz (A, B) onto 77. That the

composite of these two maps is a right T?-module isomorphism of KO¡J0 onto

(l<t>)B follows readily from the identities ago+J0=go(a<f>)+J<tl and a(<f>°bR)

= (afa) (l((p o bR)) for a e A and b e B.

2. Strongly independent homomorphisms.

(2.1) Definition. A set 5 of homomorphisms of ring A into ring Ti is independ-

ent if {R(J<t,) | <f> e S} is an independent set of TM submodules of Homz (A, B),

i.e., whenever m is a positive integer and <f>u l^i^m, are distinct elements of S,

then Tî^jn 2?= 2 *(•/*,) = 0.

Since R(Jé)={tf> <> bL \ b e B} for any homomorphism </> of ring A into ring B, a

set S of homomorphisms of ring A into ring B is independent if and only if, when-

ever m is a positive integer and fa, 1 £ i ̂  m, are distinct elements of S, there does

not exist a nontrivial relation 2r= ifa° (b\)L = 0, b¡ e B for 1 ̂  / ̂  m.

(2.2) Definition. A set S of homomorphisms of ring A into ring B is strongly

independent if, whenever m is a positive integer and fa, l^i¿¡m, are distinct

elements of S, then Jél + (~)i'=2 />,=^o-

If m is a positive integer and <£¡ e Homz (A, B), l¿i¿m, are such that

J^ + DT= 2 J« =K0, then

o = *(*„) = T?(y^ + n J«) = WtJ ^r(í] j*)

m m

= *(/,,) n 2 R(JJ = *(/*,) n 2 *('♦.)•
i = 2 í=2

Therefore a strongly independent set of homomorphisms of ring A into ring Ti is

independent.

(2.3) Proposition. A set S of homomorphisms of ring A into ring B is strongly

independent if and only if, whenever m is a positive integer and fa, l^i^m, are

distinct elements of S, there exist a positive integer n and elements x¡ e A andy¡ e B,

1 ̂ 7£n, such that 2"= i (Xj<j>x)■ y¡ = l<t>x and 2?= i (x^()• y¡=0 for 2¿i£m.

Proof. If 701 + n™=2^,=-Ko, then g0 = k + k' where kej^ and k'eC)T=2J0i.

Suppose k' = ^j=xXjg0yj, where « is a positive integer and x¡eA, y¡eB for

1^7^"- Then 2?=i (x,4i)-yj=l(k'fltll) = l(gaf01) = lfa, smc&gts-k' = keJil; and

2?-i (x14i)-yj=l(kfj = 0 for 2ûiûm, since A:' e ff-iJ*.

Conversely, suppose there exist a positive integer « and elements x, e ^4 and

y,e B, 1 ̂ 7 á «, such that 2?= i (*^i) • J'y = l^i and 2"= i (*A) ' 7>*"0 for 2 ¡a i ám.

Let fc' = 2"=i^^oJ,i and k=g0-k'. For ae^, a(k'f1)^(afa)-(l(k%1)) = (afa)

■(Hi)=a(gohx) and a(Ä;'/»,) = (a¿)• (l(fc'A))=0, 2^/^«z. Therefore fc' e f|?-2 /«,

and k=g0-k'eJ<Pl. Consequently g0 e7«,, + fT= 2/*, and J01 + Hf.27^ = 7C0.

The proposition is now immediate.
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Let m be a positive integer, let fa e Homz (A, B) for lS/Sm, and let

Jo = (~\T=iJ<t>r Jo^Jct, and there is an A-B bimodule epimorphism of K0¡J0 onto

KolJ<t>t which maps the canonical generator of K0/J0 onto the canonical generator

of KolJfr, iSi^rn. These epimorphisms determine a canonical A-B bimodule

monomorphism of K0¡J0 into the direct product YlT=i Fo//0i. It is an easy conse-

quence of Proposition (2.3) that a set S of homomorphisms of ring A into ring B

is strongly independent if and only if, whenever m is a positive integer and fa,

l^i^m, are distinct elements of S, the canonical A-B bimodule monomorphism

ofKo/Jo, Jo = C\?=iJ<t,t, into nr=i KolJfit is an isomorphism.

(2.4) Proposition. If B is a quasi-Frobenius ring, then any independent set S of

homomorphism of a ring A into B is strongly independent.

Proof. Suppose that misa positive integer and fa, l^i^m, are distinct elements

of S. Letting J0 = C\T=i-I<t>t> there ls an A-B bimodule monomorphism of K0¡JQ

into n"=i Fo/Fj,,. But nr=i KoIJ^ is a finitely generated right F-module and F,

being quasi-Frobenius, is right Noetherian. Therefore F0//0 is a finitely generated

right F-module. Since B is quasi-Frobenius, the mappings J -*■ R(J)=Jl and

R-^J(R) = RL are anti-isomorphisms between the sublattice {Je ß \ J0çJ} of ß

and the sublattice {F e Si | F s R(J0)} of ¿%. In particular, if S is independent,

(JS. \ m m

FC7,j n 2 R(j*t)\ = j(r(j*x))+ n w«)) - /♦,+ n a,.
i^ 7 «-a ( = 2

Consequently, 51 is strongly independent.

(2.5) Definition. Let G be a group of automorphisms of a ring B and let

I(G)={beB | ¿>cr=è, ueG}. A subring A of F is G-admissible if: (i) 7(G) £.4,

(ii) the set S of restrictions of elements of G to ^4 is a finite, strongly independent

set of homomorphisms of A into B, and (iii) 7(G) is a direct summand of the left

7(G)-module A.

(2.6) Lemma. Let G be a group of automorphisms of a quasi-Frobenius ring B

and let S be the set of restrictions of elements of G to a subring A of B. If 1(G) S A,

A is a finitely generated right I(G)-module, and S is an independent set of homo-

morphisms of A into B; then S is finite and strongly independent.

Proof. S is strongly independent by Proposition (2.4). Suppose mis a positive

integer and fa,, Ifíi^m, are distinct elements of S. Letting J0 = O?=x J$t, the A-B

bimodules K0jJ0 and I~[í"=i Ko¡J0l are isomorphic; and the right F-modules Ko¡J0t

and B=(lfa)B are isomorphic, 1 =i^w. Therefore K0(J0 is a free right F-module

on m generators. Since F is quasi-Frobenius, F is right Artinian and it is possible

to show that no set of fewer than m elements can be a set of generators for the right

F-module K0¡J0. But the mapping a -> ag0+J0 carries a set of generators for the

right 7(G)-module A onto a set of generators for the right F-module K0jJ0. There-

fore m cannot exceed the number of elements in a finite set of generators for the

right 7(G)-module A, and S is finite.
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(2.7) Proposition. Let G be a group of automorphisms of a division ring B such

that the full Galois group of B over 1(G) is outer. A subring AofB such that 1(G) £ A

and A is a finitely generated right I(G)-module, is G-admissible.

Proof. 7(G) is a division subring of F and A is a left vector space over 7(G).

7(G) is a subspace of A and a direct summand of the left 7(G)-module A. The set

S of restrictions of elements of G to A is independent by [5, Proposition 7.6.1].

Since F is a division ring, it is quasi-Frobenius and A is G-admissible by Lemma

(2.6).

(2.8) Lemma. Let G be a group of automorphisms of a ring B and let S be the set

of restrictions of elements of G to a subring A of B. IfI(G)^A, S is finite, and there

exists ce A such that 2*ss (cfa = 1 ; then 1(G) is a direct summand of both the

left I(G)-module A and the right I(G)-module A.

Proof. Let a e A. Since S is the set of restrictions of elements of the group G

to A, 2*es (afa) e 1(G). cR ° (2*es fa is a left 7(G)-module homomorphism of A

into 7(G), cL ° (2*es fa is a right 7(G)-module homomorphism of A into 7(G),

and both are right inverses for the injection map of 7(G) into A. Consequently,

7(G) is a direct summand of both the left 7(G)-module A and the right 7(G)-

module A.

Following Chase, Harrison, and Rosenberg [1], a set S of homomorphisms

of a ring A into a ring F is said to be strongly distinct if for any two distinct ele-

ments fax, fa of S and any nonzero idempotent eeB there exists a e A such that

(afa)e=£(afa)e.

(2.9) Proposition. Let G be a group of automorphisms of a commutative ring B.

A subring A of B such that 7(G) £,4, A is a separable algebra over 1(G), A is a

finitely generated l(G)-module, and the set S of restrictions of elements of G to A

is a strongly distinct set of homomorphisms of A into B, is G-admissible.

Proof. Let H={a e G \ aa = a, ae A} and let y¡ be the injection map of A into B.

A <S>hg) A and A <g/(G) F are commutative rings; 1 (g r¡ is a ring homomorphism

of A (g/(G) A into A <g/(G) B; and the map -n- of A <g/(G) B into B such that

(x ®y)TT = xy for xeA, y e B, is a ring homomorphism of A®hG)B into B.

Since A is a separable 7(G)-algebra, there exists an idempotent ee A <g/(G) A

such that e(l (g 17)77= 1 and ae = ea for a e A. If o e G, then 1 (g a is an automor-

phism of A <g/(G) B and e„ = e(l (g r¡)(l (g a)n is an idempotent in B. But a-e„

= (ae)(l ®r¡)(l (g) o)TT = (ea)(l (g) -n)(l (g o-)n=e0(ao) for a e A. Since S is strongly

distinct, ea = 0 for a <£ H. If tje77, e„ = e(l (g t?)(1 (g o)Tr = e(l (g r¡)ir=l. There-

fore, if e=2"=i Xj ®y¡ where n is a positive integer and x¡, y¡eA for l^j^n,

then 2"= i Xj(yja) = 1 for ae H and 2?-1 x^y^)=0 for o- e G but a$H.

Suppose m is a positive integer and <f>¡, l^i^m, are distinct elements of S.

Let (7j e G be such that fa is the restriction of <j¡ to A, 1 ¿i^m; and let z¡=yjOx,
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1 ¿j^n. 2?=i (x/r)-z; = 1 for t e Hox and 2?=i (x,T)z;=0 for r $ Hox. Since the

fa, lúiUm, are distinct elements of S, <j¡ £ TTo^ for 2^/^m. Therefore

n n

2 (Xjfad-Zj = 2 (x^i)-z, = i
/si /-i

and

n n

2 (x,<t>i)'zi — 2 (^i*7')- zi = 0 for 2 ^ / ^ «i.
/si i=l

By Proposition (2.3), S is strongly independent. Ti is a commutative ring and it is

possible to show that a free Ti-module on m generators cannot be generated by

any subset of fewer than m elements. Therefore the argument in the proof of

Lemma (2.7) may be applied to show that S is finite. Letting <d = 2*es fa <» is an

7(G)-module homomorphism of A onto an ideal Tin 7(G). But 2?=i xj(yjoj)=l;

therefore IA = A. Since 7(G) is a commutative ring and A is a finitely generated

7(G)-module, there exists Z>e7 such that (l-e)^=0 [7, Lemma 2, p. 215]. But

then b = 1 and there exists ce A such that 1 = cu> = 2<¡,es cfa It now follows from

Lemma (2.8) that A is G-admissible.

3. Finite Galois theory.

(3.1) Definition. Let G be a group of automorphisms of a ring Ti. Ti is a AT-ring

(after W. Krull) with respect to G if any finite subset of Ti is contained in a G-

admissible subring of Ti.

(3.2) Lemma. Let B be a K-ring with respect to a group G of automorphisms of B,

and let S be the set of restrictions of elements of G to a subring A of B. If1(G) S A

and S is a finite, strongly independent set of homomorphisms of A into B, then there

exists ce A such that 2*ss (cfa)= 1.

Proof. Suppose fa, l^iúm, are the distinct elements of S for a positive integer

m. If S is strongly independent, there exist a positive integer « and elements x¡ e A

and y¡eB, l^y = w> sucn that 2?=i C^i)-J; =1^1 = 1 and Jj=i(Xj<f>i)-y,=0 for

2<i^m. Let C be a G-admissible subring of Ti such that {y¡\ 1^/^«}sC.

Letting w = 2.Í6S fa u is a right T(G)-module homomorphism of A into 7(G)

and o) <g> 1 is a right C-module homomorphism of A ®,(C) C into 7(G) ®/((J) Cs C.

The cokernel of w <g> 1 is canonically isomorphic to (coker a>) <g),(G) C. But

2"=i (xja>)-yj= 1, therefore w (g> 1 is an epimorphism and (coker tu) (g)/(G) C=0.

Since 7(G) is a direct summand of the left 7(G)-module C, coker co=0, w is an

epimorphism, and there exists ce A such that 1 = cw = 2*es (c<i>).

(3.3) Corollary. Let B be a K-ring with respect to a group G of automorphisms

of B. A subring A of B is G-admissible if, and only if, I(G)^A and the set of restric-

tions of elements of G to A is a finite, strongly independent set of homomorphisms

of A into B.
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Proof. The corollary is an immediate consequence of Definition (2.5) and

Lemma (2.8).

Let G be a group of automorphisms of a ring F, let F be a subset of B, let

H={aeG | ba=b, be T}, and let S be the set of maps of T into B which are

restrictions of elements of G. 77 is a subgroup of G and there is a one-to-one corre-

spondence between S and the set of left cosets of G relative to 77. Indeed, the

restriction to F of the elements in any system of representatives of the left cosets of

G relative to 77 is a one-to-one map of that system onto S. Moreover, F is mapped

into itself by the elements of S if and only if 77 is an invariant subgroup of G.

Now assume that F is a F-ring with respect to G, and let ae B. There exists a

G-admissible subring A of F such that ae A. Since the set of homomorphisms of A

into F which are restrictions of elements of G is finite, there are only finitely many

images of a under the automorphisms in G. Consequently, if F is a finite subset

of B, S must be finite and 77 is a subgroup of finite index in G. For a subgroup

H of a group G, let (G : H) denote the index of 77 in G.

(3.4) Lemma. Let B be a K-ring with respect to a group G of automorphisms of B,

let A be a G-admissible subring of B, and let 77={a e G \ aa = a, a e A}. H is a sub-

group of finite index in G; and, ifHx is a subgroup of G such that 77£771( then I(Hx)

is a G-admissible subring of B, Hx={aeG\ba = b, be I(Hx)}, and B is a K-ring

with respect to Hx-

Proof. Let S be the set of restrictions of elements of G to A. Since A is G-

admissible, S is a finite, strongly independent set of homomorphisms of A into F.

In particular, (G : 77) must be finite. Let 77x be a subgroup of G such that 77 £77!.

Clearly 7(G)£7(77i). Since (G : 77) is finite, so are (G : H) and (H : 77). If

{<7„ e Hx | 1 Up S (Hx : 77)} is a system of representatives of the left cosets of Hx

relative to 77 and {t„ e G | 1 ̂ q^(G : Hx)} is a system of representatives of the

left cosets of G relative to Hlt then {avrq | 1 úpú(Hx : 77) and 1 <>qg(G : 77^}

is a system of representatives of the left cosets of G relative to 77. Since S is strongly

independent, there exist a positive integer n and elements xy e A andy¡ e B, l^j^n,

such that 1%x(xjaxTx)-yi=l and ^j = 1(xiopTq)-yj = 0 for 2^pè(H : 77) or

2$qi(G : 770- If Wy = 2?:iíí-H)(^P); then w,eI(HJ for lújún, 2?-i(w7*i)

■y,= l, and JjmiiWjT^y^O for 2^ q^(G : Hx). Certainly 771£{(r e G \ bo = b,

b e I(Hx)}, and the set Sx of restrictions of elements of G to 7(77^ is no more than

the set of restrictions of the automorphisms rq, l^q^(G : Hx), to 7(77x). Therefore

Sx is finite and strongly independent by Proposition (2.3). 7(77^ is G-admissible

by Corollary (3.3).

If the set {t, | l^qS(G : Hx)} is chosen so that tj e H, then Jjml wtfj

= 2in=i(wiT1).>;;.= l and 2?-i (»WOV-0 for 2¿f £(G : Äi). Therefore

Tq${oeG\bo=b, beI(Hx)} for 2gqè(G : H) and {ceG\bo = b, bel(Hx)}

= Hx. Letting Tx be a finite subset of 7(77^ such that the automorphisms t„

lúqú(G : Hx), restrict to distinct maps of Tx into B, Hx = {oeG \ bo = b, beTx}.
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Let F be a finite subset of Ti, let T2 be the set of images of elements of Tx u F

under the automorphisms in G, and let H2={o e G \ ba=b, b e T2}. T2 is a finite

set and there exists a G-admissible subring A' of Ti such that T2^A'. Since

TX^T2^A', {a e G | aa = a, a e A'}çH2çHx and T(T72) is a G-admissible subring

of Ti. Also T(TTi) s T(TT2) and Fç 7"2 S 7(772). Since the set of restrictions of elements

of G to T(T72) is finite and strongly independent, so is the set of restrictions of

elements of Hx to T(7T2). Since T2 contains the images of its elements under the

automorphisms in G, T72 is an invariant subgroup of G and, consequently, T(T72)

is mapped into itself by the automorphisms in G. Let {ure Hx \ l^r^(Hx : H2)}

be a system of representatives of the left cosets of Hx relative to T72. Since T72 is

an invariant subgroup of Hx, {wr_1 | l^r^(Hx : H2)} is also a system of repre-

sentatives of the left cosets of Hx relative to T72. {wr_1T5 | 1 ̂ a^(G : Hx) and

1 úr¿¿(Hx : H2)} is a system of representatives of the left cosets of G relative to

7T2, as is also {t"1!/, | l^ag(G : Hx) and l^r^(Hx : H2)}, since 772 is an in-

variant subgroup of G. By Lemma (3.2), there exists b e I(H2) such that

9 = (G:Hi> r = {H1:H2)

2 2 (^"r)  =   1-
9=1 r=l

Letting
q = (0:H1->

c=      2     (K"1).    ce7(772)
9=1

and
r = (Hl:H2)

2 (C"r) =  I-
r=l

It now follows from Lemma (2.8) that T(T72) is TTj-admissible. Since F may be

any finite subset of Ti, Ti is a TC-ring with respect to Hx.

(3.5) Proposition. Let B be a K-ring with respect to a group G of automorphisms

of B, let A be a G-admissible subring of B, let S be the set of restrictions of elements

of G to A, and let H={ae G \ ao = a, a e A}.

(i) ^i=T(77).
(ii) The right I(G)-module A is finitely generated, projective, and contains 1(G)

as a direct summand.

(iii) Hom/(G) (A, B) is a direct sum of the B-A bimodules T?(^)£Homz (A, B),

<t>eS.

(iv) If Jo = r\<t>£sJ<t>, there exist canonical A-B bimodule isomorphisms

A <g)/(G) 77^A-0//o=?Homfl (Hom/(G) (A, B), B).

Proof. T7 is a subgroup of finite index in G and Ti is a K-ring with respect to H

by Lemma (3.4). Let {rqe G \ l^q^(G : H)} be a system of representatives of the

left cosets of G relative to TT with tx e 77. Since A is G-admissible, there exist a

positive integer « and elements x¡ e A and y¡ e B, 1 újún, such that 2?=i (x^i)-^-

= 1 and2?=i (x;TQ).^=0for2^a^(G : 77). Thus 2?=i x,y,= l and 2?=i (x^y,

=0 for a e G but a $ 77. Let Ax be an TT-admissible subring of Ti such that
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{y¡ | léj£n}zAlt and let T7i={<7e7T| aa=a, aeAx}. By Lemma (3.4), Hx is a

subgroup of finite index in 77. If {ap e TT | 1 ̂ p^(H : Hx)} is a system of repre-

sentatives of the left cosets of T7 relative to 7T1; there exists ceAx such that

2V=iMS(,cop)=\ by Lemma (3.2). Letting zí = 2?:iíí:/í') 0y>p, zye7(77) for

I Ik j Un, and
n P = (H:H¡)   in \

2 *i'zt ■  2    2 *^cK = !
1=1 P=i       V=l /

while

„ p = (H:Hi)   / n \

2 ixj<j)-zj =2    2 (xiCT<Tp 1)-j'ic)i7p = °
y=i p = i      \i = i I

for a e G but <r £ 77. Letting / be the restriction of (zj)L- 2l=f:m rq to 7(T7), / is a

right T(G)-module homomorphism of 1(H) into 7(G) for 1 èjèn, and

n Q = iG:H)   in \

2 */•(*©- 2   2 (*^.z¿ k = aTl = *
i=l 9=1        V=l /

for be 1(H). But 2%xXi-(bf)eA for be 1(H), and therefore A=1(H). The

representation a = 2?=i x,-(a/), aei, shows that /I is a finitely generated, pro-

jective right T(G)-module. T(G) is a direct summand of the right T(G)-module ^4

by Lemma (3.2) and Lemma (2.8).

For <l>e S, R(J,¡,) is a Ti-,4 submodule of Hom/(G) (A, B). Let fa be the restriction

of t, to ^ for 1 ̂ a ^ (G : TT). If <A e Hom/(G) (A, B), let

q = (G:H)     n

"=22 (zy)f^«,(^)f
9=1      J=l

For a e y(, aco = 2?=i 29=iG:íí) (*;<£)• (fea)^) = 2?= i (x,"£) • (a/) = a^; therefore

</. = w, but 2?= i fe)£ • fa ■ (xd)L e R(J*q) for 1 ̂  a ̂  (G : 77). Therefore 0 e 2*.eS R(JJ

and 2rf.es A(/¿,) = Hom/(G) (A, B). Since 5" is a strongly independent set of homo-

morphisms of A into Ti, it is an independent set and {Ä(7J | <f> e S} is an independent

set of B-A submodules of Homz (A, B). Therefore Hom/(G) (A, B) is a direct sum

of the 7Í-.4 bimodules R(Jé), <j> e S. Let Jx be the ,4-Ti submodule of K0 generated

by the set {bg0 — g0b | be 1(G)}. R(Jx) = ¥lomna)(A, B) and there is an ,4-Ti bi-

module isomorphism of A ®/(G) Ti onto K0¡JX which maps 1 ® 1 onto g. Since A

is finitely generated, projective right T(G)-module, K0¡JX^A ®KG)B is a finitely

generated, projective Ti-module. Therefore the natural A-B bimodule homo-

morphism h of Tvq/Tl into HomB (R(JX), T?) = Homß (Hom/(G) (A, B), B) is an iso-

morphism and Jx is a closed A-B submodule of K0. If 70 = p)(í,eS.T(í„ then J0 is

also a closed A-B submodule of K0. Clearly Jx £/0, so T?(/0) £ ^(7i) = Hom/(G) (A, B).

But T?(70) = R(D^s Whites R(J*) = Hom/(G) (A, B). Therefore R(J0) = R(JX),

J0=J(R(J0))=J(R(JX))=JX, and the theorem follows.

(3.6) Proposition. If B is a K-ring with respect to a group G of automorphisms

ofB and H is a subgroup of finite index in G, then 1(H) is a G-admissible subring ofB.
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Proof. Suppose 7(77) were not a G-admissible subring of F. Let Fx be any

finite subset of 7(77), let n be a positive integer, and suppose that a finite subset

Fn of 7(77) has already been chosen. Letting Hn={aeG\bo=b, beFn}, H^Hn

and 7(77n)£7(77). There exists a G-admissible subring A of B such that Fn^A.

{ae G | aa=a, ae A}^Hn and 7(77n) is a G-admissible subring of B by Lemma

(3.4). Therefore 7(77n)^7(77) and there exists ce 1(H) such that c$I(Hn). Let

F„+i=Fnu{c}and 77n+1={a6G | ba=b, beFn + 1}. H^Hn + 1<=Hn; and a prop-

erly descending chain {77n | n^ 1} of subgroups of G, each of which contains 77,

is defined by induction. But then 77 cannot be of finite index in G.

(3.7) Corollary. Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of a ring B. B is a

K-ring with respect to G if, and only if G is a strongly independent set of automor-

phisms of B and 1(G) is a direct summand of the left I(G)-module B.

Proof. F is a G-admissible subring of itself if, and only if, G is a strongly in-

dependent set of automorphisms of F and 7(G) is a direct summand of the left

7(G)-module B. If F is a G-admissible subring of itself, then B is certainly a F-ring

with respect to G. Conversely, suppose F is a F-ring with respect to G. Since G is

finite, the trivial subgroup {1} of G has finite index in G and F=7({1}) is a G-

admissible subring of itself.

(3.8) Theorem. 7/F is a K-ring with respect to a finite group G of automorphisms

of B, then the mapping 77^-7(77) is a bijection of the set of subgroups of G onto the

set of G-admissible subrings of B.

Proof. F is a G-admissible subring of itself by Corollary (3.7). If 77 is a subgroup

of G, then 772{1} = {ct e G | ba = b, b e B}. By Lemma (3.4), 1(H) is a G-admissible

subring of F and 77= {a eG\ba = b,be 1(H)}. Conversely, if A is a G-admissible

subring of B and 77= {a e G \aa = a, ae A}, then A = 7(77). The theorem is now

immediate.

Let G be a group of automorphisms of a ring B. If 77 is an invariant subgroup

of G, then 7(77) is mapped into itself by the automorphisms in G. If A is a subring

of F which is mapped into itself by the automorphisms in G, then the restriction of

elements of G to A is a homomorphism of G onto a group of automorphisms of A.

(3.9) Proposition. Let B be a K-ring with respect to a group G of automorphisms

ofB.
(i) If 77 is an invariant subgroup of G, then 7(77) is a K-ring with respect to the

group G' of automorphisms of 7(77) which are restrictions of elements of G.

(ii) 7/F is a finite subset of B, then there exists a G-admissible subring A of B such

that FzA, A is mapped into itself by the automorphisms in G, and A is a K-ring with

respect to the group G' of automorphisms of A which are restrictions of elements ofG.

Proof. Let 77 be an invariant subgroup of G and let G' be the group of automor-

phisms of 7(77) which are restrictions of elements of G. Clearly 7(77)27(G) = 7(G')-

Let F be a finite subset of 7(77) and let 771={a e G | ba = b, b e F}. Then 77£77j
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and F£ 7(7/"!) £7(77). Since F is finite, (G : Hx) is finite and 7(77j) is G-admissible

by Proposition (3.6). Therefore 7(G') is contained as a direct summand in the

left 7(G')-module I(Hx). The set S of restrictions of elements of G' to 7(770 ¡s

equal to the set of restrictions of elements of G to 7(7/). If {°P e G \ l^p^(G : Hx)}

is a system of representatives of the left cosets of G relative to 771; there exist a

positive integer n and elements x¡ e 7(7/) and yte B, 1 újún, such that

n

2 (xjo1)-yj = 1
j = i

and
Tl

2 (xiap)-yj = 0
; = l

for 2^p^(G : H). If y's=yfïx for 1 újen, then

n

2 xiy'i ■!
; = i

and
n

2 (^•j'í = °
J = l

for a e G but a $ Hx. Repetition of the argument in the first part of the proof of

Proposition (3.5) shows that there exist z¡e7(7/0£7(77) for l^j^n, such that

2"=1xyz3 = l and 2?=i (xya)zy=0 for oeG but o$Hx- Then z,(r1e7(77) for

1 újún, and 2?-i i.xPl)■ (zfli) = 1 while 2J=i W-(v«)-0 for 2<p^(G : 7/0-
Consequently, 51 is a finite, strongly independent set of homomorphisms of 7(77x)

into 1(H) and 7(77^ is a G'-admissible subring of 7(77). Since F may be any

finite subset of 7(77), 7(77) is a F-ring with respect to G'.

If F is a finite subset of B, then T={ba \ be F and a e G} is a finite set and

77={o- e G | bo = b, b e T} is an invariant subgroup of finite index in G. If A = 1(H),

then F^T^A, A is mapped into itself by the automorphisms in G, and A is a

F-ring with respect to the group G' of automorphisms of A which are restrictions

of elements of G. Moreover, since (G : 77) is finite, A is G-admissible.

4. Infinite Galois theory.

(4.1) Proposition. Let B be a K-ring with respect to a group G of automorphisms

of B, and let G* be the closure of G in the set of maps of B into B with respect to the

finite topology.

(i) Zu6G R(Ja) is a direct sum of the B-B bimodules R(Ja) £ Homz (B, B) and

2»eG B(Ja) & « dense subring o/Hom7(G) (B, B) with respect to the finite topology.

(ii) G* is a group of automorphisms of B which is compact with respect to the

finite topology and B is a K-ring with respect to G*.

Proof. Suppose m is a positive integer and o¡, l^i^m, are distinct elements of

G. Let F be a finite subset of F such that the automorphisms <r¡, l^i^m, restrict

to distinct maps of F into B; let A be a G-admissible subring of B which contains

T; and let fa be the restriction of at to A, 1 g / ̂  m. The homomorphisms </j,, 1 ̂  i ̂  m,
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are distinct, and the set of restrictions of elements of G to A is strongly independent,

hence independent. Therefore there does not exist a nontrivial relation

2r=i fa ° (bi)L=0, bteB, for l^i^m. Then certainly there cannot exist a non-

trivial relation JT-i "i ° (¿>¡)l=0, b¡ e B, for 1 ¿kiíkm; and {/?(/„,) | 1 Siúm} is an

independent set of Ti-Ti submodules of Homz (Ti, Ti). It follows that {R(J„) | a e G}

is an independent set of Ti-Ti submodules of Homz (Ti, Ti) and ~2aea R(Ja) is a

direct sum. For a e G, R(Ja) is a Ti-Ti submodule of Hom/(G) (Ti, Ti) ; and 2creG R(Ja)

is a subring of Hom;(G) (Ti, Ti) since G is a group of automorphisms of Ti. Let

</> e Hom/(G) (Ti, Ti), let F be a finite subset of Ti, and let A be a G-admissible subring

of Ti which contains F. The restriction of i/i to A is an element of Hom/(G) (A, B);

and Hom,(G) (A, Ti) = 2«6s R(J<t), where S is the set of restrictions of elements of

G to A, by part (iii) of Proposition (3.5). Therefore <fi and some element of

2<rec R(Ja) restrict to the same homomorphism of A into Ti and, hence, to the same

map of F into Ti. Therefore 2<jeG Rifa) is a dense subring of Hom/(G) (Ti, Ti).

By routine arguments using the finite topology, it can be verified that G* is a

semigroup of monomorphisms of the ring Ti into itself and 7(G)={Z>e7i| br

= b, t e G*}. Let t e G*. If be B, then the set Tx of images of b under the auto-

morphisms in G is finite, the restriction of t to Tx coincides with the restriction of

some o e G to Tx, and (bo~1)T = (bo'1)o = b. Therefore t is an automorphism of Ti.

Let F be a finite subset of Ti and let T2={br'1 \ be F}. The restriction of t to T2

coincides with the restriction of some a e G to T2 and the restriction of t _ 1 to F

coincides with the restriction of a'1 to F. Therefore t-1 e G*, G* is a group of

automorphisms of Ti, and T(G*) = 1(G). Let A be a G-admissible subring of Ti.

A is a finitely generated right T(G)-module by part (ii) of Proposition (3.5), and

the restriction of t e G* to a finite set of generators of the right T(G)-module A

coincides with the restriction of some a e G to this set. Therefore the set of restric-

tions of elements of G* to A is equal to the set of restrictions of elements of G

to A, and A is G*-admissible. Consequently, Ti is a K-ring with respect to G*.

For be B, Tb={br | r e G*} is a finite set. Let Tb be topologized by the discrete

topology and let ELes Tb be the product space. Since Tb is compact for each

be B, Fides Tb is compact. But the mapping t -> (bT)beB is a homomorphism

of G* with the finite topology onto a closed subspace of Floes Tb. Therefore G*

is compact.

(4.2) Theorem. Let B be a K-ring with respect to a group G of automorphisms

of B, and assume that G is a closed subset of the set of maps of B into B with respect

to the finite topology.

(i) For a subgroup H of G, H={aeG\aa = a, ae A} for some subring A of B

if and only if H is a closed subgroup of G with respect to the finite topology.

(ii) For a subring A of B, A = 1(H) for some subgroup H of G if and only if A

has the property that any finite subset of A is contained in a subring of A which is

G-admissible.
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Proof. If A is a subring of B, then H={a e G | ao = a, a e A} is a closed sub-

group of G by routine arguments using the finite topology. Suppose 77 is a closed

subgroup of G and let H={aeG \ ba=b, be 1(H)}. Clearly HsHx. If F is a

finite subset of B, there exists a G-admissible subring A of F such that F^A, A is

mapped into itself by the automorphisms in G, and A is a F-ring with respect to the

group G' of automorphisms of A which are restrictions of elements of G, by part (ii)

of Proposition (3.9). Let 77' (resp. 77Í) be the set of restrictions of elements of 77

(resp. 77j) to A. 77' and H[ are subgroups of G' and 7(77') = 7(77) n A=I(H[).

Since A is G-admissible, G' is finite and 77'= 7/ by Theorem (3.8). Therefore the

set of restrictions of elements of 77 to F£ A is equal to the set of restrictions of ele-

ments of Hx to F. Consequently 77 is dense in 7/ with respect to the finite topology.

Since 77is closed, H=Hx={ae G \ ba=b, b e7(77)}.

If 77 is a subgroup of G and F is a finite subset of 7(77), let 7/={a e G | ba=b,

b e F}. H^Hx and F£ 7(7/) £7(77). Since F is finite, (G : 7/) is finite and 7(7/)

is G-admissible by Proposition (3.6). Conversely, suppose A is a subring of F

with the property that any finite subset of A is contained in a subring of A which is

G-admissible, and let 77= {ae G | aa = a, a e A}. Let {Ai\iel} he the set of

subrings of A which are G-admissible, where 7 is some indexing set, and let

77i = {a e G | aa = a, a e A¡} for i el. If b e B but b $ A, let U={a e G \ ba = b}.

The set theoretic difference 7/ — U is a closed subset of G for /' e I. If 70 is a finite

subset of 7, n¡e/0 (H—U) is nonempty. Indeed each Au i e I, is a finitely generated

right 7(G)-module. Let F¡ be a finite set of generators for the right 7(G)-module Au

i e 70, and suppose Ax is the subring of A which is G-admissible and contains the

finite set (J¡e/0 ^ Then A^Ax and 7/£7F; for ¡e70. Since /!1 = 7(771), there

exists ae Hx such that ba^b, and cr e Hie/o W- ^0- But C is compact by part

(ii) of Proposition (4.1). Therefore (~]ie, (Ht—U) is nonempty. If a e f~]ieI (H—U)

then bayíb. But if ae A, then a e At for some / e 7 and aa=a. Therefore <j e 77 and

.4=7(77).
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